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24-30, 2018 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. There 

were over 250 separate events, with more than 500 

presenters and 3,516 library professionals from 113 

countries in attendance. 

This year’s annual meet ing was themed 

“Transform Libraries, Transform Societies.” The 

National Central Library (NCL) submitted a poster 

and was accepted. The poster displayed the Taiwan 

Memory database and showcased the transformation 

of digital services over a decade. Not only was the 

evolution of the database documented, but also the 

NCL’s abundant holdings and resources were on 

display. The poster was competing with another 121 

posters from 38 countries for the best poster award. 

The NCL’s Assistant Editors Li-ling Chen and 

Chao-min Chiu attended the meeting and presented 

the poster. Through explaining the content of the 

poster, staff members were able to interact with 

fellow library professionals from across the globe, 

achieving great success in international marketing 

efforts.

The NCL’s poster attracts the attention of library 
professionals.

 ■  The NCL Attends the 22nd European 
A s s o c i a t i o n  f o r  C h i n e s e  S t u d i e s 
Conference

The European Association for Chinese Studies 

(EACS) has provided a grand event of discussion 

and exchange for the international Chinese studies 

community. From August 29 to September 1, 2018, 

the University of Glasgow in Scotland hosted the 

EACS conference, which is held biennially. The 

theme of the conference was "China and the World: 

The Mapping of Exchange." National Central 

Library (NCL)’s Head Kun-hsien Tseng and Dr. 

Jane Liau attended the conference. 

The NCL and the Center for Chinese Studies 

invited the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation to hold 

an exhibition during the conference. On display 

were books, periodicals, and audio-visual materials 

on Chinese studies published in Taiwan in the last 

three years, totaling 312 titles (327 volumes). After 

the conference ended, the sets of the books on 

display were donated to the University of Glasgow 

and the University of Edinburgh. On August 30, 

NCL’s Head Tseng held a donation ceremony. 

The donations were received by Professor Clare 

Willsdon on behalf of University of Glasgow and 

Dr. Shen-xiao Tong on behalf of the University of 

Edinburgh respectively. 

From left: Dr. Liau, Dr. Tong, Prof. Willsdon, and Head 
Tseng take group photo after donation ceremony. 


